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Abstract 
We extend Baker’s theory of parameterized string matthing (1993) to algorithms that match 
multiple Patterns in a text. We first consider the case where the Patterns are fixed and 
preprocessed once, and then the case where the Pattern set tan Change by insertions and 
deletions. Baker’s algorithms are based on suffix trees, whereas ours are based on Pattern 
matthing automata. 
1. Introduction 
In string matthing applications, we are often given a Pattern and a text, and asked 
to find the locations in the text at which the Pattern matches the text. The match could 
be exact, in which case we report only those locations where the Pattern exactly 
matches the text. The match could be approximate, in which case we allow a small 
number of errors to occur between the matched portions of the Pattern and the text. 
Typically, errors are defined using the editing distance criterion in many text process- 
ing applications. 
However, in some text processing applications, a different criterion for defining 
errors is needed. For example, commands like “global-replace” in the editor emacs 
allow users to Substitute all occurrences of a string x with a string y instantaneously. If 
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there are many occurrences of x in the original text, the new text will contain y at each 
occurrence and it will not match the old text using the editing distance criterion 
because there is no fixed limit on the number of substitutions performed. 
Global replacements are a common way to reuse code with small modifications. 
However, code duplicated by copying and global replacements is often associated 
with bugs and plagiarism, so we would like to be able to match the original code 
against the duplicated and edited copy using string matthing techniques. What is 
needed is a criterion for matthing that allows all occurrences of one string in the 
Pattern to match occurrences of some other string in the text. To address this goal, 
Baker [7] recently defined a theory of parameterized Pattern matthing and used her 
theory to search for duplication in large programs. She uses characters from a special 
Parameter alphabet to denote identical substrings, so for example, x may represent the 
string abcbcd and every occurrence of x represents that same string. 
Baker’s Paper studies the Problem of preprocessing a fixed parameterized text T, so 
as to quickly search fo all occurrences of a Single, input parameterized Pattern P in the 
text. The best Solution to this Problem uses a data structure called a sufJix tree [20,17, 
S] to preprocess T; Baker uses a variant of this data structure that she calls a p-su@x 
tree to solve the parameterized Version of the fixed text searching Problem. 
In this Paper we are concerned with “dual” Problems where the Patterns are 
prprocessed and the text is treated as the input (variable). We present algorithms for 
matthing a dictionary D of parameterized Patterns against an input text T. In multiple 
matthing, we search simultaneously for different Patterns P1, PZ, . . . rather than 
searching the entire text once for each different Pattern. We give algorithms both for 
the case where the dictionary is static and tan be preprocessed, and for the case where 
the dictionary changes over time by the insertion and deletion of individual Patterns. 
We have completely implemented in the language C the algorithms for the more 
interesting dynamic case. 
We Start with the following most basic Problem. 
??Fixed Pattern Matthing (FPM): Given a fixed Pattern P of length p over an 
alphabet Z, preprocess P so as to be able to find all occurrences of P in a query text 
T of length t. 
There are several solutions to FPM that preprocess the Pattern in time O(p) and 
search the text in time O(t). In this Paper we are particularly interested in the linear 
time algorithm of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt (KMP for short) [16] since their 
automata-theoretic approach tan be extended, in a very natura1 way, to solve the 
following Problem. 
??Multiple Pattern matthing (MPM): Given a fixed set D of Patterns PI, P2, . . . , Pk 
over an alphabet C preprocess D so as to be able to search for all Pattern 
occurrences in a query text T. The set D is sometimes called the dictionary. 
Aho and Corasick (AC) [l] first solved MPM by generalizing the KMP automaton 
method to multiple Patterns. The AC algorithm preprocesses the Pattern dictionary in 
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time O(d log a) and searches a text in time O(t log o + tocc), where d is the total size of 
all Patterns, o is the number of characters that occur in a Pattern, and iocc is the total 
number of occurrences reported. 
Meyer [19] first posed the Problem of extending the MPM Problem to allow the 
dictionary to increase over time by inserting Single Patterns. Amir and Farach [3] first 
considered allowing the dictionary to Change by both insertions and deletions, and 
obtained the first interesting time bounds. They defined the Problem as follows: 
??Dynamit dictionary matthing (DDM): Preprocess and maintain a dictionary D of 
Patterns under the operations insert a Pattern, delete a Pattern, and search for 
a query text T for all occurrences of Patterns currently in the dictionary. 
The DDM Problem for one-dimensional strings was studied further in [4,15,5] and 
we summarize the best bounds known for the case of an alphabet of arbitrary size. 
Preprocessing: O(d log 0); 
Znsertion/DeZetion: O(plogd), where p is the length of the Pattern; 
Text Scanning: O((t + tocc)logd). 
Other search/update time combinations are achievable [lS]. Slightly better time 
bounds are achievable when the alphabet is finite [SI. One of the themes of this Paper 
is the contrast between suffix tree algorithms and automata algorithms. Therefore, it is 
interesting to note that the DDM algorithms in [3,4] use suffix trees, the algorithm in 
[15] uses automata methods, and the best asymptotic algorithm in [S] combines 
features of the two approaches. 
We now summarize Baker’s definitions for the parameterized Pattern matthing 
Problem. As in the above Problems C will be the base alphabet of characters. There is 
a second alphabet L7, called the Parameter alphabet which is disjoint from C. The two 
alphabets C and ZI are assumed not to contain any positive integers. A string of 
Symbols over C u Il is called a parameterized string or p-string. In our examples, we 
shall use C = {a, b, c], II = {x, y, z}; a Sample p-string is axybcxxzbcx. 
Two p-strings x and y p-match if x tan be transformed into y by applying 
a one-to-one function on C u Zl that is the identity on 2. For example yyzbcy 
p-matches axybcxxzbcx at the right end. We tan now combine the notion of para- 
meterized matches with the three Problems above. 
?? Parameterizedjixed Pattern matthing (PFPM): Given a fixed p-Pattern P of length 
p over the alphabet C u n, preprocess P so as to be able to find all p-matches of 
P in a query text T of length t. 
??Parameterized multiple Pattern matthing (PMPM): Given a fixed set D of p-Patterns 
p,,p2, . . . . Pk over the alphabet C u Ii’, preprocess D so as to be able to search for 
all p-matches in a query text T. 
??Parameterized dynamic dictionary matthing (PDDM): Preprocess and maintain a dic- 
tionary D of p-Patterns under the operations insert a p-Pattern, delete a p-Pattern, 
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and search for a query text T for all occurrences of the Patterns currently in the 
dictionary. 
In Section 2, we review the AC automaton and prove that it tan be modified to also 
solve the PMPM Problem within the same time bounds as the AC algorithm. An 
extension of the KMP automaton to solve the PFPM Problem will follow as a special 
case. Baker (personal communication) also noted that it is possible to extend the 
KMP automaton to solve the PFPM Problem. Amir et al. [6] have recently provided 
some lower bounds for parameterized Pattern matthing. 
A more interesting question is whether it is possible to extend the automata 
approach to solve the PDDM Problem which combines the dynamic dictionary 
paradigm with the notion of parameterized matches. From a theoretical perspective, it 
is important to try as much as possible to combine different extensions to the basic 
FPM Problem, so as to derive string matthing algorithms that are as general as 
possible. From a practical perspective, the dynamic dictionary paradigm applies 
naturally to the code duplication Problem that motivated the definition of para- 
meterized matthing. The dictionary of Patterns could be small pieces of Program 1 
that we would want to match to Program 2. If we Change those Parts of Program 1 
that we want to match, or have multiple Versions of Program 1, then we get an 
instance of the PDDM Problem. 
Our main result, given in Section 3, is that it is possible to design an automaton 
algorithm to solve the PDDM Problem. Our time bounds for the deletion and 
search are the same as for the DDM Problem. Inserting a Pattern takes time 
O(p(log’ d + log 0)). One interesting feature of our PDDM algorithm is that we work 
with two dual representations of a parameterized Pattern and one of the representa- 
tions is computed only implicitly but never stored or printed. 
Our implementation of the PDDM algorithm includes as a separate package an 
implementation by the first author [14] of the O(1) amortized-time Solution to the 
Order maintenance Problem due to Dietz and Sleator [lO]. Their data structure 
maintains a list under the operations: insert an item in a given gap, delete an item, and 
compare the relative Order of two items. They also gave a Solution that does each of 
the operations in worst-case O(1) time, but the Version that achieves the amortized 
O(1) bounds appears much more practical. The Dietz-Sleator data structure arises in 
the Solution of other dynamic Problems [2, 12, 111. 
2. Parameterized multiple Pattern matthing 
In this section, we review the essence of the AC algorithm and show how to extend 
it to solve the parameterized multiple Pattern matthing Problem (PMPM). The AC 
algorithm scans the text one Character at a time computing for each text prefix, the 
longest prefix of a Pattern that matches a suffix of the text scanned so far. If the 
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matthing Pattern prefix has a full Pattern as a suffix, then all full Patterns that are 
suffixes are output. 
The AC algorithm uses an automaton whose states are precisely the Pattern 
prefixes. We use a state and the corresponding Pattern prefix interchangeably; we cal1 
the Pattern prefix the label of its state. There are two partial functions, goto andfail, 
that represent the forward and backward automaton transitions. There is a third 
function output, such that for any state x, output(x) is the list of all Patterns that are 
suffixes of x. 
For state x and Character a, define goto(x, a) = xu, if state xa exists and let it be 
undefined if state xu does not exist. For the empty Start state, E, definefuil(&) = E. For 
a nonempty state x, definefuil(x) to be the longest proper suffix of x that is a state in 
the AC automaton. The goto transitions form an outward tree whose root is E; thefuil 
transitions form an inward tree whose root is E [l]. 
The AC search algorithm is described by the following basic loop and output 
algorithm: 
SEARCH(T= tl...t,) 
Stute + E 
for i t 1 to n do 
While goto(stute, ti) is undefined 
Stute tfuil(stute) 
stute + goto(stute, ti) 
If output(stute) is nonempty 
print location i and output(stute) 
For any given choice of stute and Symbol we may have to take the fuil transition 
repeatedly, but this shortens the length of the new Stute. The total time needed to scan 
a text T using this algorithm is O(t(g +f)), where g +f is the time needed to make 
one evaluation of goto andfuil [l]. 
Baker defined a procedure preu to convert a string S on (C u Ii’) to a string of the 
same length on (C u N) that helps simplify finding p-matches. The procedure preu is 
defined from left to right on the characters of S. For each c E C, prev maps the 
Character to itself. For each c E 17, preu maps the first occurrence of c to 0 and each 
successive occurrence of c to the number of characters since the previous occurrence. 
For example, preu(uxbybbyxyxuy) = uObObb3622u3. Baker defined a p-st@x of S to be 
a string obtained by applying prec to a suffix of S. Also define psuJjx(S, i) = 
preo(S[i... n]), where n = ISI. The Utility of preu is that: 
Lemma 2.1 (Baker [7]). P-strings SI and SZ p-mutch ifund only ifpreu(S1) = preu(SJ. 
Lemma 2.2 (Baker [7]). Ij P is u p-string Pattern und T is u p-string text, then 
P p-matches T sturting at T[i] ifund only $preu(P) is u prejix of psuj‘ix (T, i). 
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Example 2.3. Suppose P = axbxy and T = byaybyxcc. Then prev(P) = aOb20 and 
prev(T) = bOa2b20cc. Also, ps@x(T, 3) = aOb20cc and P p-matches Tat location 3. 
We shall assume that the Patterns in D and text are given as strings on Z u N that 
represent prev applied to the original Patterns and text. Thus in Example 2.3, we 
would assume that P is presented as aOb20 and T is presented as bOa2b20cc. As 
explained in [7] prev tan be computed from left to right in linear time, so this is 
a reasonable assumption. This assumption is used only to simplify the theoretical 
exposition; in our implementation the strings are on the alphabet Z u Il and we 
choose disjoint subsets of ASCII to be C and to be IZ. 
The set of states in our automaton will be the set of prefixes of strings in D. For 
a string u = q... U, on C u N, define shorten(u) Character by Character as follows. 
Esch Character in C is mapped to itself by shorten. If Ui = r E N then shorten maps Ui to 
r if r < i, and maps Ui to 0 if r 2 i. For example, shorten(a3b27b3c90) = aOb20b3cOO. 
Lemma 2.4. Let W = wl, . .., w, be a string on C v Il and let U = ul, . . ..u. = 
prev( W). Let Wi be the SL@X wi, . . . . W, and let Ui be the SU#~X uip . . . . u,. Then 
prev( Wi) = shorten(Ui) 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of Wi. Let c be an arbitrary Character 
(occurrence) in Wi. Assume as inductive hypothesis, that prev(Wi) agrees with 
shorten(UJ on all the characters before this c. 
If c E Z, then both prev and shorten will map c to itself. If c E IZ and c occurs as the 
jth Character in Wi, suppose that when prev was applied to W, prev mapped this 
occurrence of c to the value r. If r = 0, then this is the first occurrence of c in both 
W and Wi, and shorten maps the 0 to itself. If r > 0, then there is a preceding 
occurrence of c in Wand prev maps this occurrence to the distance between it and its 
predecessor, which is r. If r < j, then the predecessor is in Wi; therefore, the value of 
the function prev when applied to Wi for this occurrence of the Character c is r, which is 
the same value that shorten assigns to the Character in the corresponding Position in 
Ui. If r > j, then the preceding occurrence of c in W is not in Wi; therefore, this is the 
first occurrence of c in Wi and the value of the function prev for this occurrence of the 
Character c in Wi is 0, and the function shorten maps the value r in Ui to 0. The lemma 
follows by induction. Cl 
Corollary 2.5. Pattern P matches substring S of the text if and only if prev(P) = 
shorten(S). 
We extend the definitions of goto, fail, output to pgoto, p fail, poutput. For a EC and 
x = E define pgoto(x, a) to be a if that state exists and E otherwise. For a E N and x = E 
define pgoto(x, a) = 0 if state 0 exists, and E if state 0 does not exist. For a E C and 
x # E, define pgoto(x, a) = xa, if state xa exists; otherwise pgoto(x, a) is undefined. If 
a E N and x # E let q(x, a) = 0 if a > 1x1 and let q(x, a) = a is otherwise. Then 
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Fig. 1. A Sample automaton for the p-Patterns {h, Ob, Olb}; pgoto transitions are drawn solid and pfail 
transitions are drawn dotted. 
pgoto(x, a) is x. q(x, a) if that state exists and undefined otherwise. Define pfuil(x) to be 
the longest proper suffix y such that shorten(y) is a state in the automaton. Fig. 1 
Shows a Sample automaton. 
From the definitions above and the previous lemma, we get the following character- 
ization of pfail. 
Corollary 2.6 Suppose that U is an automaton state, U = preu( W) and Wi is the longest 
proper sufix of W such that prev(Wi) is a state in the automaton. Then prev(WJ = 
shorten(UJ = pfail(U). 
For each state x, poutput(x) is the set of Patterns P such that P equals shorten 
applied to some suffix of x. 
The search algorithm to solve the PMPM Problem is very similar to the Version of 
the AC algorithm given above; we need a new correctness proof because pgoto and 
pfui1 are fundamentally different from goto and fuil. 
SEARCH(T= tl . ..t.) 
state + E 
for i + 1 to n do 
While pgoto(state, ti) is defined 
Stute + pfuil(state) 
state +- pgoto(state, ti) 
If poutput(state) is nonempty 
print location i and poutput(state) 
Lemma 2.7. The search loop maintains the invariant that after ti is scanned, state is the 
longest state such that there is a sufjix x oft 1 es.ti with state = shorten(x). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of characters scanned. The initial 
state is E = shorten(e). Suppose the Claim holds for the first i - 1 characters of T, and 
we scan ti. 
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Let state,, be the state we are in just before we scan ti. Let tmatch be the suffix of 
length sture0 of ti, . . . . ti_ 1. By induction hypothesis, stateO = shorten(tmutch). 
Let sture, = pfuil(stute& state, = pfuil(stute,), . . . be the sequence of states assigned 
to the variable stute while considering ti. By Corollary 2.6, we tan define a correspond- 
ing sequence of proper suffixes of tmatch = tmutch,,, say tmatchI, tmutch,, . . . . such 
that for each j > 1, shorten(tmatchj) = stutej, and tmutchj is the longest suffix of 
tmatchj_1 such that shorten applied to this suffix is an automaton state. 
In the while loop, we seek the first statej, in the sequence that tan be extended via 
pgoto to match the next Character ti. If ti EZ, then we want to move to state statej. ti 
and that corresponds to the definition of pgoto. If ti E N, what we do depends on 
whether ti > 1 tmatchj 1. 
Suppose ti > 1 tmutchj 1. Then we want to go to statej. 0 if it exists. This is the state 
that pgoto looks for. Suppose ti < 1 tmutchj 1. Then we want to go to state statej. ti if it 
exists, and this is the state that pgoto looks for. Since we try the suffixes tmatchj in 
decreasing Order of length, the new state will be obtained from the longest suffix 
tmatchj that tan be extended with ti to match the prefix of some Pattern. The invariant 
in the lemma follows by induction on i. 0 
Lemma 2.8. The time to scun the text is O(t log a + tocc), where a is now the number of 
regular and purumeterized churacters occurring in the original Patterns. 
Proof. The analysis of running time is similar to that used for the AC algorithm. Esch 
successful application of pgoto extends the length of the matched string by at most 
one. There are n successful applications of pgoto, one per text Character. Esch 
application of pfuil decreases the length of the matched string by at least one. Hence 
the number of applications of pfui1 is at most n. 
The Symbols associated with the outgoing pgoto transitions are in C u N, so the 
number of possible outgoing transitions from any state is at most a because each 
Parameter Character tan account for at most one distinct outgoing edge. By storing 
the transition Symbols in a balanced tree, the time to evaluate pgoto is O(loga), and 
the Overall time bound O(tloga + tocc) follows. 0 
Corollary 2.9. If there is only one Pattern (us in the PFPM Problem), the seurch time tan 
be improved to O(t). 
Proof. When there is only one Pattern, there is only one pgoto transition out of each 
nonempty state, so we do not need the binary search. When there is only one Pattern 
tocc < t. 0 
We have completed the description of the search algorithm using the automaton. 
What remains is to construct the automaton states, and especially the transition 
functions, pgoto and pfuil. The following algorithm constructs the automaton states 
and pgoto by adding one Pattern at a time. Recall that each Pattern is presented in prev 
notation. 
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BUILD-PGOTO(D = {Pl, . . ..P.}) 
Create the empty state E 
for i t 1 to k do 
/*Insert Pattern Pi = P,[l . ..li]*/ 
state + E 
jtl 
newstate +- false 
do/* go through existing states*/ 
if pgoto(state, Pi[j]) is defined then 
state +- pgoto(state, Pi[j]) 
j+j+l 
else 
newstate c true 
while newstate = false and j < li 
for r +-j until li do 
create state state.Pi[r] storing its label length 
&XJOtO(State, Pi [r]) 4- state ’ Pi [r] 
Stute + Stute. Pi [r] 
add Pi to poutput(state). 
for all c E C u {O> such that pgoto(E, c) is undefined 
fXJOtO(E, C) @ E 
As in Cl], we do not actually store the state labels but instead, number the states 
consecutively. Unlike [l] we do store the length of the label, so that we tan compute 
shorten quickly. 
Lemma 2.10. The algorithm to construct pgoto is correct and runs in O(dloga) time. 
Proof. The correctness proof is a straightforward induction on the number of pat- 
terns. Suppose that the pgoto function is correct for D = {Pl, . . . , Pi- 1} and we are 
about to insert Pi. The do-while loop finds the longest prefix Ui of Pi such that 
shorten(UJ is a state that already exists. In the for loop on r we scan the remaining 
characters of Pi adding one state per Character. For each Character we extend the state 
label by appending that Character and update pgoto accordingly. In the construction 
of pgoto, alphabetic characters and numeric characters tan be treated in the same way 
because we assume that the Pattern is in prev notation. 
The total number of iterations of the do-while loop and the for loop on r is d. The 
length of the new state state . Pi [Ir] is 1 + 1 state 1 and tan be computed in constant 
time. This means that creating a new state takes O(1) time. Updating pgoto corres- 
Ponds to an insertion in a balanced tree, which takes time O(log a). We tan store pgoto 
for state E implicitly by storing a tree for only those values that are not E. The total 
time is O(d log a). 0 
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Esch state has one incoming pgoto edge whose Symbol is the last Character of the 
state name, so the pgoto edges form an outgoing tree rooted at E. 
To compute pfui1 and fill in poutput we visit the states in the pgoto tree in 
breadth-first Order. To get started we set pfail(c) c E for all states c with one Character 
names. If we have computed pfail(z) for all states z such that 1 z) < ) x 1 we tan compute 
pfail(x) using: 
BUILD-PFAIL(X) 
Suppose x = yc/* c is the last Character of x*/ 
found c false 
do 
temp +- pfail(y) 
if pgoto(temp,c) is defined 
pfail(x) c pgoto(temp, c) 
found c true 
else if temp = E 
pfail(x) 4- E 
found c true 
y +- temp 
while found = false 
poutput(x) +- poutput(x) u poutput(pfail(x)) 
Lemma 2.11. If build-pfail(x) is applied in increasing Order of length of x, then all the 
values of pfui1 are computed correctly. The time to compute all values is O(d log a). 
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary state whose label is of length at least 2. Assume as 
inductive hypothesis, that pfui1 has been computed correctly for all shorter states. Let 
x = yc. By Corollary 2.6, we need to find the longest proper suffix u of x such that 
shorten(u) is an automaton state. For any string w = w’c, shorten(w) = shorten(w’) 0 if 
c E N and c > 1 w’ 1 and shorten(w) = shorten(w’)c, otherwise. Thus we need to find the 
longest suffix y’ of y such that: 
(1) shorten(y’) is an automaton state, 
(2) pgoto(shorten(y’), c) is defined. 
If no suffix satisfying both conditions exists, then pfail(x) = E. 
Since we assumed that the smaller values of pfui1 are correct, it follows from 
Corollary 2.6 that the sequence of suffixes that satisfy condition (1) is given by Pfau’(y), 
pfail(pfail(y)), * *. The do-while loop finds the first such suffix that satisfies condition 
(2). If no satisfactory suffix is found, the algorithm correctly sets pfail(x) c E. 
The running time analysis is similar to that for searching. For each Pattern P, 
we account for the tost of computing pfail for all prefixes of P together. Since 
each computation of build-pfail gives a shorter string, we tan evaluate pfui1 
and pgoto at most 1 P 1 times in all do-while loops among all the calls for prefixes of P. 
Esch evaluation of build-pfail takes O(lPI) time. Esch evaluation of pgoto takes 
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O(loga) time. Summing over all Patterns, gives the desired time bound 
O(dloga). ??
Lemma 2.12. The initialization of poutput at the end of build-pgoto and the increment 
at the end of build-pfail ensure thatfor euch state x, poutput(x) contains precisely those 
patterns P such that P equals shorten applied to a sujtix of x. 
Proof. For each state x, we put x in poutput(x) at the end of the build-goto if and only 
if x is a full Pattern. The elements of poutput(x) that are shorter that x are inserted in 
build-pfail. We prove that this is correct by a simple induction. 
Let x be some arbitrary prefix, and assume that poutput(y) has been computed 
correctly for all y such that 1 y ( < 1 x 1. Let z = pfail(x). By Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 
2.11 z is the longest automaton state that equals shorten applied to a suffix of x. For 
any suffix x’ of x such that ( x’ 1 d ( z ( let the suffix of z of length 1 x’ 1 be z’. From the 
definition of shorten it follows that shorten(x’) = shorten(z’). Thus any Pattern of 
length d 1 z 1 equals shorten applied to a suffix of z if and only if it equals shorten 
applied to the same length suffix of x. Therefore, the set of Patterns shorter than x that 
belong to poutput(x) are precisely those in poutput(z). 0 
In sum: 
Theorem 2.13. It is possible to solve the PMPM Problem using preprocessing time 
O(d log a) and scanning time O(t log o + tocc) 
3. Dynamit dictionary matthing of parameterized Patterns 
To modify the previous algorithms for the dynamic case we must be able to 
compute pgoto, poutput, and pfui1 when the set of Patterns is changing. Managing 
pgoto is straightforward and will be discussed briefly. In the dynamic setting we will 
not be able to store the poutput function; instead we reuse a technique for the DDM 
algorithm in [15] to do the output on the fly. To compute the pfui1 function we would 
like to use the Solution in [15, 51, but it does not work for numerical characters. 
As in the AC algorithm and the algorithm in the previous section, we store the pgoto 
function as a directed tree rooted at E, where the nodes correspond to automaton 
states, whose implicit labels are the value of prev applied to a Pattern prefix. Every 
edge is labeled with a Character from C u N, although we shall later augment C to 
compute the output and compute pfail. The fact that the dictionary is dynamic has 
minimal impact on the way the pgoto function is computed, and we tan still use the 
algorithm from the previous section to update pgoto when Patterns are inserted. We 
store with each state a pointer to its parent state in the pgoto tree. For each state x we 
keep a count of how many Patterns P have x as a prefix. When a Pattern is deleted, we 
visit the states for prefixes of the Pattern from longest to shortest. For each prefix of 
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the Pattern, we decrement the Pattern counter of that state and delete the state if the 
counter decreases to 0 (meaning that no Patterns other than the deleted one use that 
state). 
To recognize Patterns and compute the output, we make two modifications to the 
Pattern inputs. First, we assume that the empty string E is always a Pattern in the 
dictionary, although we never output E as a matched Pattern. Second, we add 
a distinct Symbol $ to Z and we assume that $ is the largest Symbol in the lexi- 
cographic Order on Z. We append to each Pattern the special Symbol $ before inserting 
the Pattern. We use the Symbol D$ to represent the dictionary with $ appended to 
every Pattern. For each Pattern P, there will be a state corresponding to the string P$ 
at which we recognize P; we keep a pointer to the Pattern at that state to be able to 
print the Pattern. We extend the definition of pgoto, so that pgoto(P, $) = P$, for each 
Pattern P. We use the following dictionary as an example to explain various defini- 
tions and concepts of our automaton. 
Example 3.1. Suppose Z = {a, b, $>. Let i% = {S, b$, bO$, aOb2$} be a Sample diction- 
ary where every Pattern is appended with the special Symbol $. 
We cal1 a state label a normal prejix if it is a prefix of some Pattern in D$. For each 
proper prefix x of a Pattern we also define an extended prejix, x$, by appending the 
Character $. The corresponding states are called normal or extended. In Example 3.1, 
the set of normal prefixes is {E, a, ~0, aOb, uOb2, b, b0, $, b$, bO$, uOb2$) and the set of 
extended prefixes is {$, b$, bO$, a$, aO$, uOb$, aOb2$}. Notice that some prefixes are 
both normal and extended. In this example, pgoto(bO, $) = bO$ because b0 is a Pattern, 
but pgoto(uOb,$) is not defined because aOb is not a full Pattern. 
We modify the definition of pfuil to accommodate the extended prefixes as follows: 
Let w be a state label (normal or extended). Define pfuil(w) = shorten(x) such that 
1x1 < 1 w( and x is the longest suffix of w such that shorten(x) is a normal prefix. In 
Example 3.1, pfuil(uOb2$) = bO$ because b0 = shorten(b2). 
We recognize Patterns as follows. When we resch a Position of a text, and compute 
pgoto for that Position, we pretend that the next Symbol is a $. If we tan make another 
pgoto transition to some normal prefix ending with a $, then we know that a Pattern 
has been matched at that Position, since any normal prefix ending with a $ must be 
a Pattern in the dictionary. By applying pfui1 repeatedly, we tan report all the 
matthing Patterns in the Order from the longest Pattern to the shortest. When we 
resch the Pattern E$, we stop without reporting that empty Pattern. 
Suppose we are searching the text bOu2b2uu for the occurrences of the Patterns in 
the dictionary b$ of Example 3.1. After reading the prefix bOa2b2 we will be in the 
normal state uOb2. When we pretend to read $ as the next Symbol, we will temporarily 
enter a state aOb2$ and since this is a normal state in the dictionary we report that 
Pattern uOb2 is recognized. If we take pfuil(uOb2$) = bO$ we see that we have matched 
another smaller Pattern b0. Again, if we take pfuil(bO$) = $ we realize that no more 
Patterns tan be matched as this corresponds to the empty Pattern E. By remembering 
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the state aOb2, where we started looking for Patterns, we tan continue our search by 
reading the next Symbol a from the next. 
The basic difficulty in extending the automata approach to the (non-parameterized) 
DDM Problem is how to maintain the fail function when doing insertions and 
deletions. We summarize the key ideas used to maintainjail for the DDM Problem, so 
that we tan significantly modify them to handle pfail in the parameterized Version. 
Unfortunately, the alphanumeric preu prefixes we used as the state labels in the 
previous section do not have the property that Pfad(x) is always a suffix of x. To solve 
the suffix Problem we define a new labeling function called next: (C u I7)* + 
(E u N)* which tan be viewed as a “dual” of preu. The function next maps each 
Character in Z to itself. The function next maps all but the last occurrence of c E II to 
the number of characters until the next occurrence of c. The last occurrence of c E ll is 
mapped to 0 by next. For example, next(axbxaybbyxy) = a2b6a3bb200. 
The function next tan be used to define a different labeling scheme for the states in 
the automaton. The pseudocode below gives an algorithm to convert prev(x) to 
next(x). One useful property of preu is that prev is defined from left to right, so that 
preu(x) is a prefix of preu(xa). Analogously, next is defined from right to left, so next(x) 
is always a suffix of next(ax). For these reasons, the preu label is useful for working 
with pgoto, but the next label is useful for working with pfail. 
PREV-TO-NEXT(f& . . ..P.) 
for i c 1 until r do 
n[i] +-O, 
for i t 1 until r do 
if Pi E C 
GI c Pi 
ifp;ENandpi>O 
$i - Pi1 + Pi 
return II 
Lemma 3.2. Let w be a string in (C u Z7)* and let p = preu(w) and n = next(w). Then 
n = PREV-TO-NEXT(p), 
Proof. For each Character c E C all three functions prev, next, and PREV-TO-NEXT, map 
c to itself; so all the occurrences of c in w will be preserved in n, p and PREV-TO-NEXT@). 
For each Character c E 17, the function preo maps the occurrences (from left to right) of 
c in w to a sequence of integers 0, w2, wg, w4, . . . . where, for i > 1, the ith occurrence of 
c is WC characters after the preceding occurrence. The function next converts the same 
sequence of occurrences to the characters w2, w3, w4, . . . ,O. Thus in comparison to preu, 
next shifts each wi to the left by wi characters, except for the last wi, which is instead 
a 0. The first loop above assigns all occurrences of c to the default integer 0. The 
second loop takes all occurrences that preu maps to wi and places that value wi places 
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further to the left as next would do. Since c is arbitrary, PREV-TO-NEXT handles all 
characters in Z u ZI correctly. 0 
Since next(x) is a suffix of next(ax) we tan now restate the characterization of pfail in 
Corollary 2.6. 
Corollary 3.3. For any automaton state x, pfail(x) is the longest automaton state y such 
that PREV-TO-NEXT(Y) is a proper sufJix of PREV-TO-NEXT(X). 
The preceding corollary suggests that we should use the next labeling of states to 
compute pfail as follows. We define a total ordering on the next labeling of states and 
their complements and cal1 it the inverted Order denoted by cinv. 
Let # 4 .Z be a new Symbol such that # > a for any a E C in the lexicographic 
Order; in particular, # > S. For every prefix w E C* we define #w as the complement 
of w. We cal1 w a regular prejx, and #w a complementary prefix. Let S be the set 
of regular and complementary prefixes of Patterns. We define an ordering <inv 
on S, such that the regular prefix x is a suffix of the regular prefix y if and 
only if x <in” y <inv #x. An ordering that satisfies this property has the virtues 
that 
Lemma 3.4 (Idury and Sehäffer [15]). Let w, x E S be arbitrary regular prejixes. 
1. W <in” X <inv # W ifand only ifW <in” #X <in” #W. 
2. If we replace a regular prejx with a “(” and its complement with a “)” then the 
prejxes of S in the < inv Order yield a list of weil-balanced parentheses. 
If we store the parenthesis list of part 2 of Lemma 3.4, then fuil(y) tan be computed 
by finding the left parenthesis (,, that y is mapped to, finding nearest enclosing 
parentheses of (,,, and then finding the string x that has been mapped to the nearest 
enclosing left parentheses [15, 51. 
For technical reasons needed later, we assume that any c E C is > inv than any m E N 
in the ordering of characters. We assume that the numbers are ordered in the opposite 
of their usual Order, SO 0 >inv 1 >inv 2, . , . For two distinct strings w and x, w <in” x if 
(PREV-TO-NEXT(W))~ Comes before (PREV-TO-NEXT(X))~ in the lexicographic ordering on 
(Z u kJ)*, where xR is the reverse of the string x. 
Since PREV-TO-NEXT(X) is a suffix of PREV-TO-NEXT(CZX), it follows that a regular prefix 
x is a suffix of a regular prefix y if and only if x < in” y < in” #x. Lemma 3.4 applies to 
our <in” ordering. 
Example 3.5. Consider the list of normal and extended prefixes of B$ in Example 3.1. 
Adding in the complementary prefixes, the elements, in prev representation, of the 
resulting set S are ordered as follows according to < in”: E, ~0, # ~0, b0, aOb2, # aOb2, 
# b0, a, #a, b, aOb, #aOb, #b, $, aO$, #aO$, bO$, aOb2$, #aOb2$, # bO$, a$, #a$, b$, 
aOb$, #aOb$, #b$, #$, #. 
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If we convert each prefix to its next label, the Order of corresponding prefixes is E, ~0, 
#aO, bO, a2b0, # a2b0, # b0, a, #a, b, aOb, #aOb, #b, $, aO$, #aO$, bO$, a2bO$, 
# a2bO$, # bO$, a$, # a$, b$, aOb$, # aOb$, # b$, # $, # and we tan check the Order 
more easily. 
The number of extended prefixes is at most equal to the number of normal prefixes, 
so the number of regular prefixes is O(d). The number of complementary prefixes is 
exactly equal to the number of regular prefixes. Therefore, the total number of prefixes 
in our dictionary structure is only O(d), independent of C and ZI. 
To compute pfail on the regular prefixes we use the parenthesis mapping suggested 
in part 2 of Lemma 3.4. More specifically, each regular prefix is mapped to a left 
parenthesis. The complement of each regular prefix is mapped to a right parenthesis. 
Esch left parenthesis that corresponds to prefix x has a bidirectional pointer between 
it and the state s, in the automaton that represents prefix x. To compute pfail(y) for 
a regular prefix y we do the following Steps: 
1. Let (? be the left parenthesis that the state for y Points to. 
2. Find the nearest enclosing parenthesis pair (Z,)#2 of (Y. 
3. Find the state z that (, Points to. 
4. pfail(y) is z. 
The improved algorithm for parenthesis queries in [S] is not applicable because in 
parameterized matthing the alphabet of the prev labels includes N and is therefore 
unbounded. 
We use a height balanced tree, such as an a-b tree [18] with a distinct leaf 
representing each prefix in S, including the extended and complementary prefixes to 
store the list. We assume that the leaves are linked, so that each leaf tan find its 
neighbors in constant time. The a-b tree enables us to insert or delete a new prefix in 
O(logd) comparisons and O(logd) other operations. In our implementation we use 
a 2-3 tree. 
We Supplement each node u of the tree with the values of two functions BALANCE(V) 
and SUFF(U) to be defined shortly. The function BALANCE was first proposed by Güting 
and Wood in their data structure called a purenthesis tree [13]. 
The parenthesis tree maintains a list of d well-balanced parentheses as its leaves and 
the parenthesis tree supports the operations: 
P_lnsert(p,,p,, p;, p;): Insert the matthing pair (p1,p2) with pl immediately after 
p; and p2 immediately before p;. 
P_Delete(pl, p2): Delete the matthing pair (pl, p2). 
P_Nearest(p,): Return the nearest enclosing parentheses of pl. 
Esch Operation takes O(logd) worst-case time [13]. 
In the parenthesis tree of Gütting and Wood the parentheses are represented as 
leaves in a balanced binary tree. In addition, each pair of matthing parentheses are 
connected to each other by a separate link. The parenthesis tree is augmented with 
a BALANCE information in the following way: for every node p in the tree, let the pair 
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BALANCE(P) = (close(p), open(p)) denote the number of unmatched closing and un- 
matched opening parenthesis in its subtree. 
For each node p of the tree, the BALANCE(P) tan be computed recursively as follows: 
(a) p is a Zeuf: Then 
BALANCE(P) = 
(0,l) if p is “(” 
(1,O) if p is “)“. 
(b) v is an internal node with children v1 and v2. We compute 
BALANCE(V)= BALANCE(V1) @ BALANCE(Q), 
where 
<i,j) 0 660 = 
(i,j - k + 1) if j 2 k, 
(i - j + k, 1) otherwise. 
We tan extend the scheme of Güting and Wood to work with trees with multiple 
arity ( > 2), by observing that the @ Operator is associative. Thus for a node v with 
children vt,v2, . . . . vk, BALANCE (V) = BALANCE(V1) @ BALANCE(Q) @ ***@ BALANcE(Vk). 
Now we define SUFF. Let x1,x2 be two state labels in prev notation; then 
SUFF(X~, x2) = 1 + length of the longest common suffix of PREV-TO-NEXT(X~) and PREV- 
TO-NEXT(X2). For eXaIllpk, if PREV-TO-NEXT(X1) iS a Suffix Of PREV-TO-NEXT(X2), then 
SUFF(Xl,Xp)= 1 + (XI/. 
Let Z1 and l2 be two leaves with labels x1 and x2. We extend the definition of Sur+ to 
saythat SUFF(I~,~~)~S~~~~~~~~~SUFF(X~,X~). Wefurtherextendthedefinition O~SUFF 
to just one node argument. Define SUFF of the rightmost leaf to be 03. For any other 
leaf Ei with right neighbor 1; define SUFF = (EI, I;). For an internal node v with 
leftmost descendant leaf label xd and rightmost descendant leaf label x’ define SUFF(V) 
to be 1 + the length of the longest common suffix of PREV-TO-NEXT(V/) and PREV-TO- 
NEXT(V~), where vc and vr are the leftmost and rightmost descendant leaves of node v, 
respectively. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose v is an internal node with children vl, v2, . . . , vk Then SUFF(V) = 
min(min(suFF(v,), suFF(vI)), min(suFF(v,), SUFF(V;)), . . , , min(swr(vk), SUFF)). 
Proof. By construction of the <inv Order, the longest common suffix that U’ and v’ 
share is also shared by all labels in between v’ and v’ in the left-to-right leaf Order. By 
the definition of suffix, there must be some pair of consecutive leaves wi and 
wi+l whose longest common suffix has the same length (and it is in fact the same 
common suffix) as that of ve and v’. ThUs SUFF(V)= SUFF(VL, V’)= SUFF(Wi)= 
SUFF(Wi, Wi+1). The choice of Wi need not be unique. Suppose Wi descends from the 
Child VP If Wi # VS, then Wi+ i also descends from Vj, SUFF(V) = SUFF(Vj) and all the other 
contributions to the minimizations are at least as large. Suppose Wi = vJ; then 
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SUFF(U) = SUFF(V;) and all the other contributions to the minimizations are at least as 
large. ??
For each node u we tan either store SUFF(U') directly at u or we tan store a pointer to 
ur and compute SUFF(U') with one level of indirection. Given this information, both 
BALANCE(U) and SUFF(U) tan be computed by doing an associative “sum” on the 
corresponding values at the children of u using 0 for BALANCE and min for SUFF. Thus 
when the a-b tree is rebalanced all the nodes that Change children tan have their 
BALANCE and SUFF values updated using Standard techniques as in [ 131. Insertions and 
deletions in the a-b tree, including function value updates, still take time proportional 
to the height of the tree, as for plain a-b trees. 
In our application, the < in” ordering on the strings automatically ensures that any 
parenthesis pair we insert or delete preserves the balance in the parenthesis string. The 
outermost parenthesis pair will correspond to the prefixes (E, #E) on which we never 
do a P_Nearest query; thus every P_Nearest query will find an enclosing pair. 
One novel feature of our PDDM algorithm is how we insert a node for a new prefix 
xa into the tree. We search down the a-b tree to figure out where x should go. Our aim 
is to find the largest prefix smaller than xa in the < inv Order on the leaves, so that we 
know where to insert xa. We Start the search at the root of the a-b tree and proceed 
towards the leaves. Suppose yb is the label associated with an internal node of the tree. 
At the next level we take the right Child of the node if yb < (“0 xa and the left Child 
otherwise. With this scheme we need O(log d) tree comparisons to find where to insert 
xa. 
We cannot afford to compare NExT-To-PREv(xa) against NExT-To-PREv(yb) directly 
for two reasons. First, we do not explicitly compute or store the NEXT-TO-PREV labels. 
Even if we did store these labels, they would be arbitrarily long strings and could not 
be compared in O(1) time. Therefore, we do all the comparisons of x against existing 
nodes in a roundabout way using the <inv ordering and the rules specified in the 
following Lemma. We assume that in constant time we tan find the last Character a of 
xa, and the parent x of xa in the pgoto tree. This tan be implemented by making the 
links in the pgoto tree bidirectional. 
Lemma 3.1. To compare xa and yb in the < inv Order we use the following rules. 
1. Ifa,bECanda<b,thenxa<i.vyb. 
2. Ifa,bECandb<a,thenyb<i,,xa. 
3. Zf a = b E C then xa <inv yb if and only if x <in” y. 
4. If a, E: C, b E N, then yb < inuxa. 
5. lf a, E N, b E Z, then xa < inv yb. 
6. If a = b E N, then xa <i.“yb ifand only ifx <in”Y. 
7. lf a < b E N, and SUFF(X, y) < a, then xa < in” yb if and only if x < in” y. 
8. lf 0 # a < b E N, und SUFF(X, y) 2 U, then xa < in”yb. 
9. Zf 0 = a < b E N, SUFF(X, y) > b, and SUFF(X, y) < 1 xa 1, then yb <invxa. 
10. Zf 0 = a < b E N, SUFF(X, y) 2 b, und SUFF(X, y) = 1 xa (, then xa <inv yb. 
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11. IfO=a< bEN, SUFF(X,~)< b, then xa<i,vyb fand only ifx<i,,“y. 
12. If b < a E N, and SUFF(X, y) < b, then yb <in” xa if and only if y < inv x. 
13. IjO # b < a E N, and SUFF(X, y) 2 b, then yb <inv xa. 
14. IfO = b < a E N, SUFF(X, y) 2 a, and SUFF(X, y) > ( yb (, then xa <in” yb. 
15. ZfO = b < a E N, SUFF(X, y) > a, and SUFF(X, y) = 1 yb 1, then yb <inv xa. 
16. ZfO = b < a E N, SUFF(X, y) < a, then xa <i,,“xa ifand only ifx <inoy. 
Proof. The first five rules follow from the definition of <inv and our ordering on the 
characters in Z and N. 
For the rest of the proof assume that a, b E N. If x is a string in preu representation, 
let x’ = PREV-TO-NEXT(X). When PREV-TO-NEXT is applied to xa and yb, the last Character 
will be mapped to a 0 and the Character a (or b) places before will be mapped to the 
value a (or b). All the other characters in (xa)’ ((Yb)‘) will be the same as the 
corresponding characters in x’ (y’). The last Character of (xa)’ and (Yb)’ is 0 and thus 
the relative ordering of the two strings cannot be determined from this Character. Now 
we consider Rules 6-11 in five groups. 
Rule 6. When a = b, the Character a + 1 places from the right end will be a in both 
strings. Thus this Character is the same in (xa)’ and (Yb)’ and cannot affect the relative 
ordering of the two strings. Thus the relative ordering of xa and yb is the same as that 
of x and y. 
Rule 7. Suppose that a < b E N and SUFF(X, y) < a. Note that neither a nor b tan be 0. 
The rightmost Position where x’ and y’ disagree and which determines the relative 
ordering of x and y Comes fewer than a places from their right end (of x’, y’). Thus (xa)’ 
and (Yb)’ will have their rightmost disagreement SUFF(X, y) + 1 places from the right 
end and it will be the same as the rightmost disagreement between x and y. Therefore, 
xa and yb have the same relative Order as x and y in the <inv ordering. 
Rule 8. Suppose 0 # a < b and SUFF(X, y) > a. The placement of an a at the Position 
a + 1 places from the right end in (xa)’ will Cause (xa)’ and (Yb)’ to disagree at that 
Position, which by assumption is at least as far right than where x and y have their 
rightmost disagreement. Since the a is the largest number in the usual > ordering 
that (xa)’ could have a + 1 places from its right end, the other string (Yb)’ must have 
either a Character in C or a smaller number at that Position. In either case the ordering 
we defined on the letters and numbers makes xa -cinv yb. 
Rules 9 and 10. Suppose 0 = a < b E N and SUFF(X, y) > b. Since a = 0, (xa)’ = 
x’a = ~‘0. The last Character of (Yb)’ is also 0. Thus the rightmost place where (xa) 
disagrees with (Yb)’ is b + 1 places from the right, where (Yb)’ has a b. At the place of 
disagreement, (xa)’ must have a bigger Character in the < in” Order (because it must be 
a Character in Z or a number that is -C b in the usual ordering) unless it has no 
Character there at all, which happens precisely when SUFF(X, y) = (xa(. Therefore, 
we have yb < inv xa if SUFF(X, y) < 1 xa 1 (Rule 9) and xa < in” yb if SUFF(X, y) = 1 xa 1 
(Rule 10). 
Rule 11. Suppose 0 = a < b E N, SUFF(X,Y) < b. In (Yb)’ the last b is converted to 
a 0 that matches the last Character in (xa)‘. The b changes the Character b spaces from 
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the right which is beyond (to the left) the rightmost disagreement between x and y. 
Therefore, xa < inv yb if and only if x < in” y. 
Rules 12-16 are symmetric to rules 7-l 1, by reversing the Order of a and b. 0 
Some of the comparison rules require only comparisons between characters and the 
relative Order of other leaves, while others require that we compute SUFF. For the 
comparisons that do not require SUFF we tan gain efficiency by storing the list of 
leaves in the ordered list data structure of Dietz and Sleator [lO]. Using this data 
structure we tan do the comparisons that do not involve SUFF in O(1) time. Our 
implementation does them in O(1) amortized time. For those comparisons where we 
need to compute SUFF, we used Standard techniques for balanced dynamic trees [9] to 
compute SUFF and do the comparison in time O(logd), proportional to the height of 
the tree. 
When we insert a leaf 1 and its corresponding parenthesis updating BALANCE is 
straightforward going all the way up the tree using O(1) time per node. We use the 
following lemma to compute SUFF for 1 and its neighbor to the left. Just as in insertions 
of leaves we cannot afford to actually compare entire labels because they are arbitrar- 
ily long. Once we compute these two values it is straightforward to update the values 
of SUFF on the path up the tree in O(1) time per node. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that xa and yb are the prev labels of adjacent leaves, then 
SUFF(XU, yb) is given by: 
1. 1 ifa,bECanda#b. 
2. 1 + SUFF(x, y), if a = b. 
3. 1 if a E Z, b E N. 
4. 1 $aEN, bEC. 
5. 1 + SUFF(X,~), ija, b E N, a # b, and SUFF(X,~) < min(a, b). 
6. 1 + min@, b), ifa, b E N, a # b, und SUFF(X,~) 2 min@, b) > 0. 
7. 1 + min(max(a, b), SUFF(X,~)) ija, b E N, a # b, und min@, b) = 0. 
Proof. When a or b is in Z the proof is straightforward because prev, next, and 
PREV-TO-NEXT are the identity on C. The following cases remain. 
Rule 2. If a = b E N, then in both xa and yb, PREV-TO-NEXT maps the last Character 
to 0, and maps the number a + 1 places from the right end to an a. Thus the two 
characters affected by the addition of the a match in both xa and yb and the Character 
a + 1 spaces from the right end cannot Cause the longest common subsequence to 
shorten. In both x’ and y’, the characters a spaces from the right must be a 0 and thus 
they match there too. Therefore by adding a to x and to y, the value of SUFF increases 
by exactly 1. 
Rule 5. If a, b E N and SUFF(X, y) < min(a, b), then the Change a + 1 or b + 1 places 
away from the right end, does not occur in the short suffix where x’ and y’ agree. The 
common suffix is extended by 1 because PREV-TO-NEXT maps both the final a in xa and 
the final b in yb to 0. 
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Rule 6. If a, b E N, a # b, and SUFF(X, y) > min@, b) > 0, then the Change away from 
the right end does occur in the longest suffix shared by x’ and y’. Thus all the 
rightmost min(a, b) characters in (xu)’ and (yb)’ must still agree. The final characters in 
the two strings agree because they are both 0. Thus SUFF(XU, yb) = 1 + min(u, b). 
Rule 7. Suppose u, b E N, u # b and min(u, b) = 0. Suppose u = 0; the other case is 
symmetric. By this assumption (xu)’ = x’u. In yb, the addition of b changes the 
Character b + 1 places from the right in (yb)’ into a b which certainly cannot match the 
corresponding Character in (xu)‘. Therefore, the longest common suffix ends either 
b + 1 characters from the right or wherever it ended for x and y, whichever is sooner. 
That is SUFF(XU, yb) = 1 + min(b, SUFF(X, y)). When we do not know which of a or b is 
0, we get that SUFF(XU, yb) = 1 + min(max(a, b), SUFF(X, y)). 0 
We now give the pseudocode for SEARCH, INSERT, and DELETE, which are used for 
searching a text, inserting the prefixes of a Pattern in the a-b tree, and deleting the 
prefixes of a Pattern from the a-b tree, respectively. We use prefixes instead of states 
for clarity. 
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for searching a text. 
SEARCH(T= tI . ..t.) 
Stute t E 
for i c 1 to II do 
while pgoto(stute, ti) is undefined 
state c pfuiZ(stute) 
Stute + pgato(stute, ti) 
/* Pretend a $ is read to check if any Pattern match */ 
temp t pgoto(stute, $) if defined, otherwise temp c stute.$ 
If temp is not normal then temp c pfuil(temp) 
while temp # $ do/* Report all nonempty Patterns */ 
/* Since temp ends in $ we have matched a Pattern */ 
Print the Pattern that temp Point to 
temp c pfuil(temp)/* See if any smaller Patterns match */ 
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for inserting a Pattern into the tree for a dictionary. 
INSERT(P = p l...p,,,)/* last Character pm is always $ */ 
Suppose pl...pj is the longest prefix of P shared by some other Pattern. 
Increment the reference count for the prefixes of pl...pj. 
For i tj + 1 to m do 
Let x = pl...pi-1. Let u = Pr. /* xu is being inserted. x is already in S */ 
Insert a leaf and left parenthesis for xu updating BALANCE and SUFF values as 
needed 
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Insert a leaf and right parenthesis #xa updating BALANCE and SUFF values as 
needed 
Insert a leaf for xa$ and a left parenthesis if a is the last Character updating 
BALANCE and SUFF values as needed 
Insert a leaf for #xa$ and a right parenthesis if u is the last Character updating 
BALANCE and SUFF values as needed 
Algorithm 3. Pseudocode for deleting a Pattern from the tree for a dictionary. 
DELETE(P = pl...pm)/*Pm = $*/ 
Suppose p1...pj is the longest prefix of P shared by some other Pattern. 
Decrement the reference count for the prefixes of p...pj. 
Foritmdowntoj+ldo 
Let x = pl**.pi/*X is a normal prefix */ 
If x$ is still in S Then 
delete x$ and #x$ updating BALANCE and SUFF values as needed 
delete x and #x updating BALANCE and SUFF values as needed 
Theorem 3.9. Let D be u dictionury of purumeterized Patterns over an alphabet C v IT. 
We tun seurch u purumeterized text T for Patterns of D in time O((t + tocc) 
(loga + logd)), where tocc is the total number of Patterns reported. We tan insert 
u Pattern P in time O(p.(logo + log’d)). We tun delete a Pattern P in time 
O(p .(log o + logd)). Moreouer, we require only O(d) spute to store the uutomuton. 
Proof. The search algorithm is essentially the same as in the nondynamic case, but we 
have a different representation of pfuil. As long as we tan maintain the < in” Order on 
the prefixes, the equivalence of pfui1 computation and nearest enclosing parentheses 
queries holds. The insertion and deletion algorithms use a Standard approach for 
inserting and deleting items from a list stored as leaves of a balanced tree. The main 
differentes from the Standard algorithms are how to do the comparisons for insert and 
how to update the SUFF and BALANCE information. The algorithm for comparisons was 
proved correct in Lemma 3.7, the update of the SUFF information was proved correct 
in Lemma 3.8, and the update of the BALANCE information was proved correct in [13]. 
The running time analysis is similar to the static case. The extra log factor in 
searching Comes from the tost of computing pfuil. One extra log factor in the insertion 
and deletion tost Comes from the tost of updating the tree which is proportional to the 
height of the tree. The second extra log factor in the insertion tost Comes from the tost 
of doing a comparison. 0 
In our implementation, we preprocessed the initial dictionary by insertion of the 
individual Patterns. 
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